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1 Introduction

Expressive Speech Conversion is a technique that

aims to convert the emotional state of the utter-

ance from one to another while preserving the lin-

guistic information and speaker identity. Emotional

expression is essential in our daily life for conveying

intentions and social attitude. Therefore, expressive

speech conversion is an important objective in voice

conversion field. In addition, it is difficult for people

with dysarthria to express themselves clearly. The

expressive speech conversion can be useful as their

auxiliary expressions, allowing them to express as

well as people without dysarthria. In this study,

we explore the StarGANv2’s ability of expressive

speech conversion for dysarthric speech.

Recently, the research in voice conversion has at-

tracted much attention in the field of speech process-

ing. This technique can be applied in multiple do-

mains, for example, emotion conversion [1], speech

assistance [2], dysarthric speech conversion [3] and

other such applications. Therefore, it has continued

to motivate related studies each year. The expres-

sive speech conversion, for example, has been an en-

abling technology for many applications including

expressive text-to-speech [4], speech emotion recog-

nition (SER) [5].

Expressive speech conversion is a kind of voice

conversion where previous studies have focused on

frame-based mapping of source and target spec-

tral features, including using statistical methods [6]

and deep learning methods, such as CycleGAN and

Sequence-to-Sequence [7]. Recently, StarGAN mod-

els have attracted much interests in expressive voice

conversion. It was originally proposed for image-to-

image translations in multiple domains, and existing

research shows that it is capable of speech conver-

sion. In StarGANv2 [8], a variant of StarGAN pro-

posed a scalable approach that can generate diverse

images across multiple domains. For expressive

speech conversion, a method based on StarGANv2

called StarGANv2-VC [1] has been shown to convert
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the speaker identity and emotion from one speaker

to others. Although StarGANv2-VC has generalized

to a variety of voice conversion tasks, such as any-to-

many, cross-lingual and singing conversion, its capa-

bility for dysarthric emotional speech conversion has

not been applied. In this paper, we investigate the

application of StarGANv2-VC to the expressive con-

version task for converting dysarthric speech and we

focus on fundamental frequency (F0) transformation

only. Our model allows multiple expressive speech

conversion for dysarthric speaker, such as neutral to

happy, sad and angry.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-

lows. Section 2 describes the framework of our

method and details of each objective function. Sec-

tion 3 describes the experiment. Finally, Section 4

concludes this paper.

2 Proposed Method

2.1 Model Architecture

StarGANv2-VC is a non-parallel and many-to-

many voice conversion method based on the Star-

GANv2, which consists of a single discriminator and

generator to generator multiple converted voice. We

adopt the same architecture to expressive dysarthric

speech conversion, treating each dysarthric speaker

as an individual domain, and using a pre-trained

joint direction and classification (JDC) F0 extrac-

tion network [9] to enable F0-consistent conversion.

Besides, a style encoder is applied to extract the

style code from the normal emotional speech. The

overview of the method is shown in Figure 1.

Generator. The generator converts the input

dysarthric speech into an emotional output speech

which reflects the reference style. The generator gets

the style code from a style encoder, and the funda-

mental frequency (F0) is provided by the convolu-

tion layers in the F0 Network.

F0 Network. In this framework the F0 Network

adopts the pre-trained JDC Network, that con-

sists of convolutional layers with residual connec-
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Fig. 1 Overview of the architecture, the input source speech XD is neutral dysarthric speech, the reference

speech is normal emotional speech, and the converted speech is the dysarthric speech with reference emotional

expression. hx, Fconv and s denote the latent feature of the source, the F0 pitch features and the emotional

style code of the reference speaker, respectively. The latent feature hx and F0 feature Fconv are concatenated

by channel as the input of decoder, and the style code s is injected into the decoder by the adaptive instance

normalization (AdaIN). Two classifiers form the discriminators that D determines whether a generated

sample is real or fake and C determines who the source speaker is.

tions and bi-directional long short-term memory Bi-

LSTM layers. It extracts the fundamental frequency

from the input dysarthric speech, which is in the

form of mel-spectrogram.

Style Encoder. Given a reference emotional mel-

spectrogram, the encoder can extract the style code

of multiple domains. Using different reference emo-

tional speech, we can produce diverse emotional

style code that allow the converted speech reflect-

ing different emotions.

Discriminator. The discriminator consists of two

classifiers, one to distinguish whether the generated

speech is real or fake, the other to determine who is

the source speaker of the dysarthric speech.

2.2 Objective Function

Our aim is to convert the neutral dysarthric

speech into expressive speech, enabling the speakers

with dysarthria to express their emotions like nor-

mal speaker. During training, we sample a neutral

dysarthric speech xD ∈ XD and an emotional style

code s ∈ SN randomly, we train our model with the

following loss function.

Adversarial objective. The generator is trained

to convert the neutral dysarthric speech into emo-

tional, here the input is mel-spectrogram AD. At

the same time a domain-specific style code s which

extracted by style encoder is injected into the gen-

erator. Here we present the target domain ỹ ∈ Y

and source domain y ∈ Y respectively, the genera-

tor learns to generate an output speech via an ad-

versarial loss

Ladv = EXD,y[logD(XD, y)]+

EXD,ỹ,s[log(1−D(G(XD, s), ỹ))]
(1)

where D(., ỹ) denotes the output of real/fake classi-

fier in a specific-domain ỹ ∈ Y .

Style reconstruction objective. To better utilize

the style code and ensure the generator to learn the

style features fully, we employ a style reconstruction

objective

Lsty = EXD,ỹ,s[||s− SN (G(XD, s), ỹ)||1] (2)

Adversarial domain classifier objective. For

the other domain classifier C shown in Figure 1 we

adopt the additional adversarial loss to make the

classifier find the corresponding speaker as much as

possible

Ladvcls = EXD,ỹ,s[CE(C(G(XD, s)), ỹ)] (3)

where CE(.) denotes the cross-entropy loss function.

Style diversification objective. To express di-

verse emotions, we apply the diversity sensitive loss

on the generator which is maximized to enforce the

generator to produce diverse emotions. Besides of

maximizing the mean absolute error (MAE) of gen-

erated samples, the MAE of the F0 features between
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samples generated with different style code also be

maximized here

Lds = EXD,s1,s2,ỹ[||G(XD, s1)−G(XD, s2)||1]+

EXD,s1,s2,ỹ[||Fconv(G(XD, s1))− Fconv(G(XD, s2))||1]
(4)

where s1, s2 ∈ SN are two randomly sampled style

code from domain ỹ ∈ Y and Fconv(.) comes from

the F0 network.

F0 consistency objective. We use the F0-

consistent loss to optimize the F0-consistent results,

for an input mel-spectrogram AD, F0(AD) provides

the absolute F0 value in Hertz for each frame of AD

Lf0 = EAD,s[||F̂ (AD)− F̂ (G(AD, s))] (5)

where F̂ (AD) = F (AD)
||F (AD)||1 , we normalize the abso-

lute F0 value F (AD) by its temporal mean.

Speech consistency objective. In order to

keep the linguistic content consistent after con-

verted, we employ a speech consistency loss using

convolutional features from a pre-trained joint CTC-

attention VGG-BLSTM network [10]. The hasr de-

notes linguistic features getting from the output of

intermediate layer before the LSTM layers

Lasr = EXD,s[||hars(XD)− hars(G(XD, s))||1] (6)

Norm consistency objective. To preserve the

speech/silence intervals of the converted emotional

speech, we use the absolute column-sum norm for

the input mel-spectrogram to obtain consistency ob-

jective

Lnorm = EXD,s[
1

T

T∑
t=1

| ||XD, t|| − ||G(XD, s), t|| |]

(7)

where t ∈ 1, ..., T is the frame index

Cycle consistency objective. We employ the

cycle consistency loss to preserve the style domain

characteristics

Lcyc = EXD,y,ỹ,s[||XD −G(G(XD, s), s̃)||1] (8)

where s̃ = SN (XD, y) is the extracted style code of

the input in source domain y ∈ Y .

Full objective. The full objective function can

be summarized as follows:

min
G,S,M

Ladv + λadvclsLadvcls + λstyLsty

− λdsLds + λf0Lf0 + λasrLasr

+ λnormLnorm + λcycLcyc

(9)

where λadvcls, λsty, λds, λf0, λasr, λnorm and λcyc are

hyperparameters for each term.

The full discriminator objective is given by:

min
C,D

−Ladv + λclsLcls (10)

where λcls is the hyperparameter for source classifier

loss Lcls.

3 Experiments

This section we describe the details of the train-

ing process and explain the subjective evaluation re-

sults. We do not conduct any objective experiment

because there is no ground truth.

In the training process, for the source dysarthric

speech, we use the UA-Speech [11] which is audio-

visual isolated-word recordings of talkers with spas-

tic dysarthria. We compare the converted speech

of speakers with different degrees of dysarthria then

select two speakers whose speech are almost intelligi-

ble. On the other hand, for the emotional reference

speech, we use the public Emotional Speech Dataset

(ESD) [12] and select 10 English speakers with three

emotional states (angry, sad and happy).

We train the model for 150 epochs with a batch

size of 5. The dysarthric speech of two speakers

are randomly converted into angry, sad or happy,

while the corresponding emotion style come from the

10 normal speakers. In the validation process, we

conduct emotion conversion from dysarthric female

speech to angry, sad and happy with the reference

female emotional speech. Similarly, we perform the

same with the other male speech.

Fig. 2 Result of average on MOS

3.1 Evaluation

We conduct listening test to evaluate the emotion

style and speech quality, and the results are shown
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in Figure 2. There are 6 participants in subjective

experiment, and they are asked to listen 20 origi-

nal dysarthric speeches, each speech corresponding

to three converted emotional speech angry, sad and

happy. Then they rate the results on a scale of 1

to 5, where 1 indicates that the converted speech

has no emotion and 5 indicates that the converted

speech is completely emotional.

The results show the mean opinion scores (MOS)

and we can see that the MOS exceeds 3 for most

of the target domains. The highest MOS is 3.62

and only two MOS are less than 3 when the female

dysarthric speeches are converted to happy and sad.

This means the overall quality of converted voice

is good, and there is still room for improvement in

some domains.

4 Conclusions

This study conducts expressive speech conver-

sion for dysarthric speech using StarGANv2, i.e.,

StarGANv2-VC. We evaluate the capability of emo-

tional speech conversion applying to dysarthric

speech through a subjective listening test. The re-

sult shows that StarGANv2-VC can perform emo-

tions conversion for dysarthric speech using the

specified emotion style. However, for people with

different degrees of dysarthria, we can observe sig-

nificantly different conversion effects depending on

the severity of the dysarthria.

Therefore, to enable the dysarthria speaker ex-

press emotionally in speech, we need to ensure the

intelligibility of their speech. We believe that the

promising dysarthric speech conversion can be used

in emotional speech conversion. Simultaneously we

can use other methods to process the semantic intel-

ligibility, and we will take that as the future work.
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